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Senators Rebuff Governor's WIPP Position
SANTAFE(UPI)- Neither U.S. senator
from New Mexico will oppose additional con·
struction at the Wast.e Isolation Pilot Plant and
both gave Gov. Toney Anaya rebuffs in their
replies to his concerns about the project
Tuesday.
Anaya bad expressed concern that the
WIPP project should be licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Sen. Pete Domenici. R-N.M., toldAnaya
in a letter that under law, WIPP would hold
only low-level nuclear wastes and is not subject to licensing by the NRC.
"I am c()"hvinced that licensing WIPP·
would have the .effect of making it the potential repository for the nation's high-level nuclear wastes,'' Domenici told Anaya.
"Therefore, l believe that it is in the best

interests of the citizens of our state that we not
license .the facility, which would create a
temptation for future congresses to implace
high-level waste in that repository by repealing the existing prohibition," Domenici
added.
The governor had expressed concern that
New Mexico did not have the same veto provisions in connection with WIPP that other
states had over nuclear waste disposal areas.
But both Domenici and Sen. Jeff Bingaman, D-N.M., told Anaya that the Nuclear
Waste Policy Act covers only repositorjes for
high-level wastes and WIPP was excluded
because it is a low-level waste dumping
ground.
"If WIPP, as solely a defense low-level
transuranic .waste repository, were con-

structed today in another state, I do not 6elieve
that the new NWPA would afford that state a
veto right either,'' Bingaman said.
Bingaman said he did feel the NRC should
be involved either in licensing the high~level
waste experiment at the WIPP site or in evaluating the results of the experiment.
Anaya had called for a "comprehensive
legislative package'' to deal with problems of
compensation, liability, unresolved geological questions and other concerns.
But Bingaman said this would "raise some
very practical problems.
"I cannot, in good conscience, join with
you in opposing additional construction at the
site until all these concerns have been resolved,'' Bingaman told Anaya.
Bingaman said even if construction were to

begin immediately, there would be no transport of waste to the site until 1987.
"During t~e time of construction," Bingaman said, "I believe that with a concerted
effort, we can resolve the concerns you list in
your letter,"
Domenici told Anaya that "your concerns,
while sincere, have in large part been resolved.''
Anaya had expressed concern that money to
improve roads in the area had not been guaranteed by tbe federal government
"I am committed to acquiring those funds
for the state," Domenici said.
Both senators told Anaya they would work
for modification of the Price-Anderson act to
assur:e New Mexico would be protected from
liability in the case of an accident involving
wastes being transported to WIPP.
....

Land Trust Proposals Will Be
Reviewed by Technical Group
By Robin Anderson

Michael A. G1llegos

AUTHENTIC DUKE: UNM language profe..orSabine Ulibar·
,; (left} translates into Spanish • proclamation presented to
the Duke of Albuquerque by Mayor Harry Kinney upon the
Duke's •"Ivai Tuftday evening.

,

Staff Changes· Continue;
Student Likely Addition

A five-man technical review
group is studying 23 proposals for
development of University of New
Mexico trust lands near the Albuquerque International Airport which
could net the university millions of
dollars in revenue.
About 85 firms are l'epresented by
the, proposals for the .· ll,SOO-acre
parcel known as Monte del Sol, ProJect Manager Pleas . Glenn of the
S"!!e L:and Office satd.
. ..
Thtsblock of Ia~~ has ~en mt~us~d and. under-utdtzed, . Gl.enn
satd. "Rtght now UNM recetves
$2.17 per acre per year. It's almost
(:riminal, because the land could be
making a lot more. The land Winrock Center is on is bringing in
$6,600 per acre per year for the uni•
versity."
The review group is the first step
in a long process that will eventually
lead to the development of a new
town in 20 or 30 years, according to
Glenn. In the second step, about six
firms will be invited to give personal
presentations before a 12-member
advisory board.
Land Commissioner Jim Baca
will make the final decision about
mid-September as to which bid to
accept,. with the contract .signing
date set tentatively for Oct. 1, Glenn
said.

mited to one road in and out of the
area.

"We received very good proposals," Glenn said. ''They came from
some of the top architectural engineering firms, both nationally and
internationally.''
Many problems associated with
the real estate have to be addressed
by any comprehensive plan. To begin with, land adjacent to the UNM
~ property is being considered by the
city for an' irradiation sludge treatment plant, afld the city bas a new
landfill on the UNM lands.

''The major issue is the nearness
of the Kirtland Air Force Base testing facilities and the Isleta Pueblo,''
Glenn said. "Representatives from
both will be involved in all the planning."

Another major problem is transportation. Glenn says access is li-

The public will also be given a
chance to be in on the development
planning. "At certain stages there
will be public meetings," Glenn
stated.
"It's really exciting. We're looking forward to a quality development·that will effectively and efficiently use the land," Glenn said.

INSIDE:
MOONIES WALK:
See Page4
KAFB BLOCKADE:
See Page 6
CHACO EXCAVATION:
See PageS
TRIP SKIPPED:
See Page 11

Professor Heads Commission

~

passed by the state legislature this
spring as Senate Bill 92.
Personnel changes .at the state
Introduced by Sen. Alfred Nelson
Board of Educational Finance con- (0-DeBaca, Guadalupe. and San
tinued this week as the letter of Miguel), the bill gives the voting
appointment for a voting student student member an equal vote on all
member reached Gov, Toney higher education spending proposals
Anaya's desk.
that come before the board. The
. .Anaya is expected to appoint BEF makes recommendations on
Western New Mexico State Uni· tuition costs, financial aid prog·
versity Student Body President rams, operating costs and capital
David Castillo to the board, which outlay projects.
brings to nine the number of new
In the past, there were two ex_.·
members placed on the panel since
the beginning ofthe Anaya adminis· officio student memberS appointed
by the governor from among student
tration in January.
Anaya replaced eight of the· ll• body presidents at the six four-year
public institutions, but they served
member board May 26.
·
The legislation that gives full vot- only in an advisory capacity. The
ing powers to a student member was
continued on page 7

The 15-month study is expected
to cost about $200,000.

By Tobey A. Cordova

FRED HARRIS

Qniversity of New Mexico political science Professor Fred Harris
has been named as the first chairman of the Governor's Commission on
Higher Education, Gov, Toney Anaya announced Tuesday.
Harris, a former U.S, senator from Oklahoma. and a candidate for
the 1972 DemOcratic Party presidential nomination, has taught at
UNM for the past seven years. He will head the newly-fonned com~
mission~ charged with examining higher education in the state and
. rnaking i'ecomfi1endations on. funding, structure and organization.
'Hjlriisconsulted UNM PresidentJohn Perovich, ProvostMcAIIistet
Hull~ all the Unive{Sity's academic deans ~nd all members of the
F~c~ltySenate's Operations Committee.prio~ to the anno~n~ementof
bts acceptance bf the post Tuesday. Harrts satd the commtsston would
continue to share ideas with leaders in the academic community,
including· students .
''We want to build public.support for increased funding for higher
education at UNM and elsewhere. We will hofd hearings at institutions
around the state,.at least two of which will be at UNM,'' Harris said.
The political science professor added that Gov. Anaya believes
excellence in education is the key to economic development in New
Mexico, and improvement of the state's institutions ofhigher educa. tion is essential.
Harris gave no timetable for release of the commission's findings,
but said the 27-'member panel has already begun its wo.rk.
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Wire Report
Action Vowed for Newsmen
TEGUCIGALPA, Honduras~ Honduras' top
The bodies of Torgerson and Cross were flown
general said Wednesday his country' 'has to take some Wednesday in a Honduran army helicopter to Teguci·
action" against Nicaragua for killing two American galpa, en route to the United States.
journalists inside Honduran territory.
Gen. Gustavo Alvarez Martinez, head of the Honduran armed forces, said at a news conference deNicaragua denied the accusation it killed Dial teriorating relations with Nicaragua are ;~t their lowest
Torgerson, 55, of the Los Angeles Times and free· point since 1979 when the Sandini~tas took power.
lance photographer Richard Cross, 33.
He did not say what the action might be but added he
The two men died Tuesday, along with Honduran would be talking with President Roberto Suazo Cordodriver Jose Herrera in an explosion that "utterly des- va Wednesday about possible options.
troyed their car'' as it drove inside Honduras near the
He told them the vehicle was hit at ]east 2 miles
Nicarag1.1an border, said U.S. EmJ:Jassy spokesman inside Honduran territory,
Robert Callahan.
The journalists were returning from the Honduran
The journalists were observing border fighting be· town ofLasTrojes and were hit as they approached the
tween U .s .. backed Nicaraguan rebels based in Hon· village of Cifuentes, less than two rniles from the
Nicaraguan border and 48 miles east of Tegucigalpa.
duras and soldiers of the leftist Sandinista regime.
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Mission Establishes
Satellite Plausibility

United Press International
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&lll<an Bis. Faye.
Norma Kamali. Kristin. Semplice.
Indonesian cutwork dresses. lusctous
handwoven-hand dyed cottons.
Btrkenstock sandals. belts&. obis.
Chtnese canvas sandals. unusual
jewelry by local & national desrgners

2918 Central SE

For
Dananars
Comedy Night

Terrorists Seek Harbor
After Hijacking Aircraft
ROME (UPI) - Two armed
Lebanese terrorists hijacked a Li·
byan airliner to Rome Wednesday
with 34 people aboard, then took off
on a Medit(:rranean odyssey seeking
a safe haven after three nations re·
fused permission to land, reports
said.
Israel Television, which rnoni·
tored broadcasts from the plane, said
the Boeing 707's pilot claimed he
had only enough fuel for about an
hour's flying time at 7 p.m. Eastern
Daylight Time.
The plane, which first sought unsuccesfully to land in Beirut, circled
anew over the Mediterranean island
of Cyprus, state-run Beirut radio
said.
"The airport is closed down and
there is no way for you land," the
radio quoted airport control as tell·
ing the hijackers who witnesses in
Rome said kept a gun to the pilot's
head.
Israel Television said the hijack·
ers later sought permission to land in
Cyprus or Turkey, but both countries refused.
The only country in the region
that had offered the gunmen asylum
was Syria, but the Lebanese skypirates feared for their lives in
Damascus, Israel Television quoted
the plane's pilot as saying.
The plane, commandeered on a
flight from Athens to Tripoli, Libya,
with 23 passengers and 11 crewmen
aboard, had enough fuel to fly for six
hours when it took off from Rome at

3:30 p.m. Eastern Daylight Time,
officials said.
Beirut radio said all lights over
·Beirut International Airport were
blacked out and beefed-up army units surro11nded the airstrip, erecting
barricades on runways to prevent
any landings.
The radio said the hijackers demanded to meet with Prime Minister
Chcfik Wazzanor any Shiite clergymen, indicating the gunmen belonged to Lebanon's Shiite Moslem
sect that has accused Libya of kid·
napping its spiritual leader.
Lebanese Shiite Moslem lea.der
Imam Mussa Sadr disappeared in
Libya in August 1978. Libya has
denied kidnapping Sadr, saying he
never entered the country on a scheduled visit that year.
Followers of Sadr have carried
out several hijackings since his disappearance. A Libyan airliner hi·
jacked by his followers landed briefly in Rome Dec. 8, 1981.
Italian authorities said two armed
hijackers seized the plane 20 mi·
nutes after it took off from Athens.
One of the hijackers carried a small
bag he claimed held a bomb, authorities said.

AcCUMCY

Hot Dogery

Auditions being held
June 24 and 27

Chocago Style Hot Dogs

from 2 to 4 p.m

Cut Fresh D•lly

Curly-a Fries

'i

10% Student Dlecount
(With Velld UNM

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(UPI) -Challenger breezed
through a breathtaking space ballet
Wednesday to launch and recapture
the first reusable satellite, proving
rescue and repair missions are possi.
ble. On the ground, NASA forecas·
ters said weather might prevent Fri·
day's scheduled landing.
"Some crews in the past have
announced that 'We deliver.' Well,
from Flight 7, we pick up and deliver,'' bragged mission commander
Robert Crippen after Challenger's
mechanical arm stretched out and
snared the sateJiite for the last time.
Because of the uncertain weather,
President Reagan canceled his plans
to be at the Kennedy Space Center
for the landing ceremonies for
America's first spacewoman, Sally
Ride, and the other Challenger
astronauts -Crippen, Frederick
Hauck, John Fabilm and Norman
Thagard.
Flight director Tommy Holloway
said the space agency was concerned
about the weather forecast for Friday
when the Challenger is supposed to
<lescend from its 180-mile-high orbit
and glide to an unprecedented land·
ing at the Cape's 100-yard-wide
runway.
"I'm not optimistic for an oppor·
tunity to land at KSC on Friday,"
said Holloway.
He said space agency officials
were considering extending the mis·
sion a day or two or landing at this
flight's backup site at Edwards Air
Force Base, Calif. Challenger,
which cannot land in rain, widespread cloud cover or high crosswinds, carries enough supplies to
extend its six-day mission to eight
days.
NASA is eager for a shuttle land·
ing at Cape Canaveral to reduce the
turnaround time between missions.
Crippen and Hauck Wednesday
directed Challenger in a precise
17 ,000-mph tag !light four times

Court Axes Law,
Districting Equal
To Population
~

To protect you,
callS cha!1ed to
~ nUIIlber will
laetomeet
with JOUr approval.
We want to protect you from fraud or mistakenly
having long distance calls billed to your number. So
we're now requiring verification on al! pay pnone
calls billed to a third number. That means if your
number is to be billed, our operators will ask either
you or someone at your home or business to approve
each call when it's made. And if the line is busy or
nobody answers, the operator won't complete the
call.
If you place a third number call yours~lf, you do
have billing alternatives. You can call collect or pay for
it in coin. The fastest, easiest way, however, is to
charge the call to a Bell System Calling Card.'
But should someone want to charge a call to
you, we'll rnake sure it meets with your approval. So
calls you don't want to pay for aren't made at your
expense. .

For the way you live.
@
Mountain Bel
•1Q order a Calling Card, call your service represenlatlve,

WASHINGTON (UPI) ~ The
Supreme Court put the 50 states on
notice Wednesday that congressional districts must be almost precisely
equal in population.
On a 5-4 vote, the justices strock
down New Jersey's 1982 congressional redistricting plan, even
though the 14 new districts carved
out of the state's old 15 by the
Legislature varied in population by
less than 1 percent.
The high court has never before
found that deviations of even less
than I percent violate the Constitu·
tion's requirement of equal representation,
Writing for the court, Justice William Brennan said even small
variances in population may be
illegal if lawmakers fail to make "a
good-faith effort to draw districts of
equal population" and fail tojustify
each variance by "some legislative
goaL"

Agencies Plan Industry Alien Raid
WICHITA, Kan. (UPJ) ~
United States immigrations authorities plan to concentrate on
apprehending illegal aliens in in·
dustry and disregard those working the wheat harvest, a top
federal investigator said.

around the world with the SPAS
satellite, which beamed back .the
first-ever pictures of an entire shuttle
in free flight.
Challengers' white, hinged arm
was bent into the shape of the numer·
al seven, symbolic of the nation's
seventh shuttle mission.
Mission spechdists Fabian, Tha·
gard and Ride used the shuttle's 50foot mechanical arm to launch and
retrieve SPAS, which at times was
as far away as 1,000 feet.
They snared SPAS for the last
time at 1:26 p.m. EDT and prepared
to wrap up their fifth day in space,
the busiest yet. The hard-working
crew had little time for their us11al
breezy banter. Challenger was on its
67th orbit and flying perfectly.
"Today has been a significant
·milestone in the evolution ofoverall
capability of the shuttle," Holloway
said. "Everything went excep·
tionally well today."

Trial Door
For Special
SUB Needs
By Steve Shoup
Special electronic door open·
ers have been installed in the
New Mexico Student Union
building for the convenience of
handicapped people.
The door openers, installed on
one set of doors on the north side
of the SUB, are operated by
switches on the walls. The doors
are marked by special blue and
white wheelchair symbols and
will remain open for about 20
seconds after the button is
pushed.
Lee Anne Smith, promotions
representative of the SUB, said
the door openers are ''less ex pen·
sive than standard handicapped
doors," and were installed on a
trial basis. Smith said door openers might also be installed on the
south doors of the SUB if the new
system works well enough.

Federal agents Wednesday ended a 2,000-mile roundup of about 120 to 130 illegal aliens
working in industrial jobs in Neb·
raska and Kansas. The crack·
down will continue to focus on
aliens who have relatively high·
paying jobs in industry, said a
supervisory Investigator for the
U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service.
B11t Richard Henshaw, of the
agency's Kansas City, Mo., district office, said immigration authorities planned few enforce·

ment activities in this year's
wheat harvest. An American
Civil Liberties Union representa·
tive said the plan appears to constitute selective enforcement of
the Jaw,

sound like it's selective enforcement," said Johnston, a Wichita
lawyer,
"It's not a crime for immigration to be doing that, but it might
serve as a defense in a deporta·
tion proceeding,'' Johnston said.

"We'redefinitely not going to
get involved very much in the
harvest," Henshaw said. "It's
not that cost effective because
there are not that many illegal
aliens involved in the wheat har·
vest."

Seventeen officers from im·
migration offices in 'Kansas City
and Omaha, as well as northern
U.S. Border Patrol agents,
apprehended about 120 to 130
illegal aliens d11ring the eight-day
swing through Omaha, Grand Island and other cities in Nebraska,
and Dodge City and Wichita in
Kansas, Henshaw said.

A defense argument based on
selective enforcement of the law
might be used in court because of
the plan, said James Johnston,
chairperson of the legal panel-of
the ACLU' s south central Kansas
chapter.

Agents
made
few
apprehensions in Kansas because
most industrial plants close on
weekends, he said.

"On the face of it, it would

Economic Problems Force Child Care
Centers to Seek New Fund Sources
By Dennis Pohlman
-

considerations or raising fees to increase revenue, opted
for higher rates and expanded eligibility.
"I'm extremely delighted that many more children
will be eligible for day care programs, even though the
costs to the parents are rising. I am very concerned,
though, that the state has seemingly decided on 'generic' day care, giving the most service to the most people
for the least money," Jimenez said.
Jimenez said she believes in the long run the state's
approach may cause problems for everyone.
"They say these are short-range solutions and that the
minimum standards for care facilities will be maintained. But minimum standards are just a floor on which
to build, and anything less than the conditions under the
law would endanger the children," she said.
Jimenez explained that she would be more comfort·
able cutting corners to save money if there were a
consensus in Santa Fe on long-term goals for child care.
Toni Barela, a UNM student and mother, echoed
Jimenez, saying she doesn't think ihe recent changes are
-·
temporary.
"Paying more is definitely going to be an economic
hardship for us, I think in the future, child care will be
more expensive and the quality of the care will be less,
too," Barela said.
·
Barela, Jimenez, Wilson and O'Neil all said they
were following with great interest the "town meeting"
forums scheduled by the state to hear public comments
on child care.
The first forum, Wednesday, included a discussion of
long and short-range goals for child care and emphasized that quality care for children should not be jeopardized by financial considerations.

Rising costs -and frozen state funding levels have
forced city child care centers to seek alternative sources
of income, say directors of the city's largest day care
facilities.
''Right now, publicity is as valuable to us as money.
We want to take our case to the public and make them
aware how important it is to have adequate day care
programs. We are going to have to ask for their financial
support to make up the difference in our budget," ·said
George O'Neil, director of the University of New Mexico Child Care Co-op.
Educating the public about the need for adequately
funded child care has led child care center directors to
make public appeals for funds and for action in the
legislature, said Darlene Wilson, director of St. Mark's
in the Valley Day School.
"Many of the children in these centers spend more of
their waking hours with us than with their own parents.
During their developing years, each of them will have
difficulties. Who is available to help when these problems come up makes a big difference. If costs are up and
funding is essentially the same, the quality of care will
go down, and the kids will be the ones that suffer,"

Wilson said.
Penny Jimenez, director of child care programs for
the YWCA, said recent changes in state funding by the
Human Services Division have had both good and bad
effects.
HSD officials, faced wiih a choice of eliminating
some 400 families from eligibility because of budget

Union Recreation Features Triathlon, Pool Tourney
By Mark Michnovicz
The New Mexico Union recreation department will present its
Triathlon Event June 29"30 dowll·
stairs in the game room.
Participants will test their skills in
the triathlon events - video
games, foosball and table tennis.
"You must play two video
games," said Triathlon coordinator
Roxanne Chrisman. "Foosball and
table tennis will be played in a round
robin Where everybody plays against
each other once."
Points will be given to those who
place in each event, Chrisman said.

Prizes will be awarded to those with
the most points.
All participants will be on the
same footing, she said. Women will
play against men and children
against adults.
Everyone has the chance to win,
because most people specialize in
only one game, she .said.
Entry fee is $3 and includes an
hour of free play in which to practice

or learn to play a new game, Chrisman said, The game room opens at
10 a.m. and the event begins at 2
p.m., so there will be plenty of time
to practice.

Chrisman also said the game
rootn is planning a pool tournament

in July, in which cash prizes wiii be
awarded.
The $3 fee must accompany an
entry form, which can be picked up
in the game room. Deadline to enter
the pool tournament is June 28 before 5 p.m. For more information
call 277-4506.

"We've never done anything like
this before,." Chrisman said. "This
wiii give people a chance to learn
some new games and to have some
fun."

Lecture Under The Stars
Presents
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• EYEGLASSES
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Youth Program Provides
Sports, Broadens Goals

--Commentary--

-----Letters---

Radical Tactics Poor

Kiva Use Appalls Student

The 10-day peace vigil in Albuquerque fpr nuc_lear disarmament
culminated in premeditated acts. of civil disobedience, Out of the 250
people reported to have gathered at the Kirtland Air Force Base
blockade, 30 were arres.ted. Arrests should not have to be made to
express an opinion.
The arrests are an example of why the nuclear disarmament movement is ineffective. The movement will not be able to survive if civil
disobedience is its only answer. Only if Its leaders encourage a wider
range of people to become involved, will the disarmament movement
succeed.
Nuclear weapons as a deterrent is so deeply entrenched in the
administration's policy of security that the protests came off as just
another media event. Citizens with similar interests may feel intimidated by the radical actions of the few in the limelight.
Can dialogue and change in national policy come out of these
symbolic gestures? No, nuclear disarmam.ent or any change in the
national security policy will not occur while the grassroots organizations remain dominated by only one sector of our society.
Perhaps the June Disarmament Coalition, a local group, should
reach outto those, who, though they may not be willing to be dragged
from the street by their hair, are similarly concerned with the growing
nuclear weapon armory that is America.

Editor:

CERrniNl.-Y,

MA!IAM.
I

Jill Brumis-lngold

Students

Nuclear Protest 'Futile;'
Fate in Leaders' Hands
No one wants a nuclearwar. All people ofthe world agree upon this
point, whether they be proponents or opponents of a nuclear freeze
and/or a disarmament.
Nuclear protest, however, is futile. Protests might have been able
to change history if they had occurred in the 1950s. But at this point in
the world-wide nuclear cold war the pattern is set and locked.
Now, don't get me wrong.l'm 'lgainst nuclear weapons, against the
"doublethink" of George Orwell's 1984 and euphemisms that nuclear-weapon proponents use, such as the phrase "peace through
strength" and describing a multiple-warhead missile as a
"peacekeeper.''
Protests, such as those held on Monday's "International Day of
Nuclear Disarmament," may get the media to cover the nuclear question, but they will not change the world situation.
Most free-world countries have nuclear capabilities. The Republic
of China has nuclear weapons. Even such Third World countries as
South Africa, India and Iraq are believed to have the bomb. And how
long can it be before every nation on Earth has nuclear capabilities?

From the File Cabinet
By Craig Chrissinger
Protest by citizens will not make nuclear weapons go away. Even if
every citizen voted fora U.S. unilateral disarmament, the bomb still
would be a fact of life.
While I believe that it is time to stop thinking in terms of us versus
them -to break this pattern of self-destruction - I cannot believe
that some people would have the United States disarm itself in this
nuclear-weapon world.
People wanting a nuclear freeze or a disarmament will not end the
threat of nuclear war. Only through trust and mutual respect between
nations and world leaders can we hope to achieve this goal. These are
two qualities sadly lacking in the world at present.
In the motion picture WarGames, the War Operation Plan Response computer was correct when it reached the conclusion that
nuclear war is a "strange game. ihe only winning move is not to
play."
Our only course of action is to hope and pray every nation and
every person will reach a similar conclusion before it is too late.
Disarmament must happen everywhere, not just in the United States.

~sitting

Ducks'

Editor:

WH/ITI5YOVR
Wren Propp

1was absolutely appalled that th~ Uni~ersity of New M~xico wo.uld
rent out the Kiva to a mind-controllmg, highly controversial orgamzation such as the Unification Church._
.
_ ..
1am a graduate student at the Un}verslty wh~ has been sohc1~ed
and harassed by four different Moon!es wh1le. trymg ~o study ~uts1de
on campus. I realize that a univers1~y. should ~rov1de a ~anety of
mind-expanding, experiences but th1s .1s !?tally mappropnat':!
.
Much has been written, and it is publicly .known that th_1s UmMoonie cult preys on college students atthe m~stvul~erable ~~m~s of
their lives. Are you condoning or even promotmg th1s organ1zatton?
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Why would the Univers!W ~II ow Rev. Moon's ~nification Church to
rent the Kiva for one of 1ts Introductory meetmgs? I was appalled
when I realized that's what happened June 16.
Although I know the University has a policy of allowin9 a variety of
groups to use the Kiva, allowing the Moonies goes beyond all good
·
sense if you care about your people.
Young people, with their uncertainties and lack of self-confidence,
ara sitting ducks for his message and approach. Many are in dormitories this summer, lacking a car, and how natural to happen upon a free evening's entertainment on campus.
The Unification Church posters state "at the Kiva Auditorium, University of New Mexico," giving an impression that the University
gives some sort of tacit approval. And it's not as if Rev. Moon were an
unknown quantity.
I don't know whether to accuse the University administra.tion of
being indifferent to young people's welfare or of being woefully
uninformed and unaware of what it was allowing.

By MQrk Mithnovicz
More than 500 children are
attending the University of New
Mexico this summer as part of the
Natio11al Youth Sports Program.
The federally funded program is
designed for 1()- to 16-year-old children from low-income families.
The program, in its 15th year at
UNM, is run by the Department of
Health, Physical Education and Recreation with a $55,000 federal
grant adm'lnistered by the National
Collegiate Athletic Association.
''The program has a double purpose," says its director, Dr. John
Gustafson, "It not only provides
sports and educational participation
for the children, but lets them see
that the University is a place like any
· otherplace. It lets them expand their
expectations, to see that attending
UNM in the future is not beyond
their goals," he explained.
Each child is given a physical examination by the staff nurse before
entering the program, Gustafson
.says. 'l'he children are screened to
determine if they have been vaccinated. If not, they rnust receive all
necessary vaccinations before enEYE FEAST: An exhibit of lot:alllnd lllltional quilt-works will end today. The show, in the tering.
For many this is their first exnorth SUB Ballroom, included a Merchant's Mall and quilting workshops. The exhibit is amination,
he says. If anything is
sponsored by the New Mexico Quilter's Association,
wrong the nurse helps families get in

contact with the right people.
The children participate in traditional spor!s like swimming, volleyball, football, basketball and
weight training, and in nontraditional sports like flickerball,
kortball and team handball. They cat
a hot lunch and go home at I p.m.
Gustafson says he is pleased with
the program, "because it allows
children from all over the city to
sh!lrc, learn and experience one
another."
Most of the grant money is used to
pay for the buses, salaries and lunch,
Gustafson says.
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Sacrifice Questioned
Editor:
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The decisions by the members of the faculty in the University of
New Mexico music department to accept cuts in their salaries rather
than cancel courses in the summer session are admirable examples
of sacrifices by individuals for the sake of the institution. I suspect,
however, that those decisions will have an unfortunate long-run
detrimental impact on the University.
There is a classic argument in economics to the effect that individuals in the independent, selfish pursuit of their own self-interest
unwittingly contribute to the welfare of society as a whole.
The converse oft hat argument applies to the unselfish decisions by
the members of the music department to provide classes for students
this summerfor cut-rate salaries. First, this will decrease the political
clout in the hands of those pushing for the state Legislature to be
more generous to UNM and education in general in the next session.
(Disappointed music students could have been a valuable addition to
that coalition.)
In the future, individual high-quality members ofthe music department will be more easily enticed to accept jobs at other universities
where they will not be asked to make such sacrifices. To the extent
that the example provided by the music department Will push other
deparments in the same direction when confronted with budgetary
crises, a similar dynamic will make it harder fo the University to hold
on to the distinguished faculty across the campus.
In short, by their unselfish move, the members oft he music department have unwittingly contributed to deterioration in the quality of
the department and the University.
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Use our convenient drive up windows at
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5231 Central SW
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Skin
Cancer
To
Be
Discussed
Campus Police Seize ·3
Tanning butter and coconut oil
may ward off a sunburn as summer
temperatures approach I 00 clegrees
in Albuquerque, but overexposure
to the sun's rays can do more than
cause redness and irritation. It can
also lead to skin cancer, a l)niversity
of New Mexico skin specialist
warns.

During Theft Attempt
By Mark Michnovicz
Three men have been arrested
and charged with larceny for the
theft of a streetside telephone
booth from the University of
New Mexico campus.
Campus police surprised the
men earlier this month as they
were preparing to drive away
with the phone booth loaaed in
the back of a truck, Chief Berry
Cox said.

BLOCKADE SENTRIES: These Air Force security police stand guard at the Wyoming gate of Kirtland protecting the entrance of the base from
•
the 250 anti- nuclear protesters Monday morning.

32 Arrested During Weapons Protest
by Denise Resta
Thirty-two people, including
three children, were arrested Monday morning and charged with obstructing traffic outside the gates of
Kirtland Air Force Base.
About 250 protesters, including
members of the June Disarmament
Coalition, a local group opposed to
nuclear weapons deployment, lined
the street carrying signs and chanting to base employees as they drove
past, "Quit your jobs. Work for
peace."
In three separate incidents, demonstrators formed human blockades of the gates, Traffic was stopped briefly as police officers handcuffed the protesters and walked,
carried or dragged them to waiting
police vehicles.

UNDER ARREST: Albuquerque police officers arrest protesters to take them to a portable booking station about a block
away from the scene.

In the first incident, protesters
linked themselves to each other with
long lengths of rope and marched
onto the roadway. The second wave
sat down and sang, "All we are
saying is give peace a chance." In

CUFFS SECURED: Plastic handcuffs are placed on some cooperative protesters who showed
no resistance to the police.

the last incident, two young boys sat . for blocking traffic outside the Elecdown in the street holding a sign tric Boat Co. shipyard.
which read: "Peace for the chilOne hundred fourteen people
dren,'' They were taken to the Juvewere arrested at the General Electric
nile Detention Center.
The 12 men and 17 women Plant in Burlington, Vt. for lying
arrested posted no bond and were down in front of trucks. Other proarraigned at 6 p.m. before Judge tests held across the country resulted
in more than I ,400 arrests.
Woody Smith.
Twenty-seven pleaded no conAbout 300 people turned out for
test, waiving their right to a trial.
Smith found each of the 27 guilty. an anti-nuclear weapons rally in
He asked their legal counsel for a Albuquerque's McClellan Park Sun·
day afternoon in conjunction with
recommendation of sentencing.
In each case a deferred sentence other activities in honor of Disarmaof 90 days was requested. Counsel ment Week.
for the State agreed.
The afternoon's activities were
Smith deferred the sentence and highlighted by speeches from State
charged each defendant a $10 court Rep. Judy Pratt (D-Bernalillo),
fee. Some opted to pay the fcc with noted anti-war ·activist Philip. Berrifour hours of community service. gan, and Americ:m Indian MoveAll 27 were then released.
ment leader .John Redhousc.
Lester Donoher and Daniel En''I don't know about you, but I'm
right pleaded not guilty. A lawyer in this thing to win," Pratt said.
from the National Law Guild, who "We've got some crises facing us
represented Donoher, said he esti- that we·'have to hit head on. We have
mates the two will go to trial within the potential for winning battles for
'the next five weeks. The two were peace. We don't want another Vietreleased.
nam," she said.
Sherry Clancy of the coalition
Berrigan, who spoke at the Uniadded that the group felt the civil versity of New Mexico's Woodward
disobedience was a success.
Hall Saturday night, said "What's
the
legality of. the preparation for
The. demonstration outside Kirtdeath
..• We have to re-define the
land AFB coincided with other protesfs around the country in honor of law and intersect it with a kind of
the International Day of Nuclear love and justice to allow us to surDisarmament. At Livermore vive on this planet. The law will
National Laboratories in Livermore, send us into legal homicide . . . Let
Calif., about 2,500 protesters block- us continue in courage and we will
ed the gates, and more than 800 were prevail."
Redhouse spoke briefly about the
arrested.
problems natives of the Four Cor·
In Groton, Conn., at the site ners area have incurred since they
where Trident nuclear submarines began extracting uranium from the
are built, I 02 people were arrested area in the 1950s.

They apparently had pulled the
concrete-anchored booth from
the ground south ofHokona Hall
with a chain hitched to the truck,
Cox said.
The trio drove off but were
stopped in t.he 300 block of Wei-

lesley Drive N . E. by officers
Marsha Moyers and Michael
Padilla.
Two of the men escaped on
foot as the officers were making
the arrest. A third man, Paul
Stephen Garcia, 19, 2412 Lakeview S, W. , was arrested and
charged with larceny, Officer
Sandra Cox said.
James C. Angus, 18, 2827 ,
Edwardo RoadS. W., and RayS.
Garcia Jr., ).9, 600 Isleta S.W.,
were arrested five days later and
charged with larceny, criminal
damage to property and escape,
Officer Cox said.
All three men have been released but no court date has been
· set, she said,

Albuquerque has one of the highest incidences of skin cancer in the
U.S. and city residents should take
precautions if they spend a lot of
time outdoors, says Dr. Wendall
Robison, a city dermatologist and
clinical instructor at the UNM
School of Medicine.
"Skin cancer is a very serious
problem in this area for a number of
reasons, including our location in
relation to the equator, our dry
atmosphere and the large number of
fair-skinned people moving here
from the East," says Robison.
More than 400,000 cases of skin
cancer are reported each year, many

Change------------------------

continued from page 1

new law stipulates that there be only
one voting member chosen from the
state colleges and universities each
year.
The University of New Mexico,
Western New Mexico State University, New Mexico Highlands
University, New Mexico State University, Eastern New Mexico State
IJnivcrsity and the New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology
will rotate the voting member post
each year, with WNMSU getting the
first position.
Although not yet officially
approved by Gov. Anaya, Castillo
will likely be his choice, since the
governor must choose either an
undergraduate or a graduate student
body president to fill the post, and
WNMSU has no graduate programs.
"I have a lot to learn, but I'm
anxious to get started. There's a lot
of doubt in the minds of some legislators, but I'm going to work hard,"
said Castillo, whose one-year term
began June 17.
According to the law, the term of

the voting student board member
must coincide with his or her term as
student body president.
Mark Duran, chief lobbyist for
the Associated Students of the U nivcrsity of New Mexico who worked
to secure the voting student position,
admitted that one student vote would
likely not result in major changes,
"One student voting member is
not really going to change the makeup of the BEF," said Duran, adding,
''All it is really going to do is let the
students qualify our views and concerns and have it as a matter ofpub-

lie record. "

of which could have been prevented
by taking simple precautions, Robison says. Fortunately, early detection can result in a cure for the degenerative skin disorder about 95
percent of the time, he adds.
Robison will discuss skin disorders June 28 at 12:10 p.m. in a
presentation on ways to get a little
sun without running the risk of skin

cancer. The discussion will be held
in the lecture hall between Tapy Hall
and the art department cmfts annex.
Robison will be joined by KOBTV meteorologist Bill Eiscnhood,
who is scheduled to talk on local
atmospheric conditions that can
cause the disease. The workshop is
free and open to the public. No prior
registration is necessary.
·

Lower Prices, Texas Tax Makes
Mexican Liquor Popular in City
EI.. PASO, Texas (UPi)- Mexican liquor is gaining in popularity
and Texas tax collectors arc happy,
officials said Wednesday.
Recent devaluations of the peso
have resulted in the lowering of
prices for Mexican booze, resulting
in an increase in popularity of tequi!a, Kahlua, gin, vodka, bourbon
and other Mexican-made liquors,
tax collectors said.
Texas charges a 50-cent-perbottle tax on liquor brought in from
Mexico. In the past two years,
however, the cost of collecting that

tax at border stations has incrcnseg
so much that the collection ofthe tax
has been costing more than the
amount of money the tax itself
generates.
State Rep. Bobby Valles of El
Paso and Randy Yarbrough, person·
nel and budget director for the Texas
Alcohol and Beverage Control department, said that. situation has
changed with the peso devaluation.
''For the first nine months of fiscall983," Yarbrough said, "the liquor tax has generated more than
$1.4 million from tourists."

Also represented a~ voting members on the board will be the four
two--year institutions: New Mexico
Junior College, New Mexico Milit·
ary Institute, Northern New Mexico
State School and San Juan Junior
College.
In addition to the membership reform coming from the 1983 legislative session, .another recent change
in the structure of the BEF was a
reorganization of the member's districts.

Godfather's Pizza Combo - . it's been
imitated, counterfeited, forged and faked,
but's it's never been duplicated.
Pounds of gunk on a gorgeous crust,
guaranteed to devastate your appetite.
So what's holdin' ya'?

Godfatha''s PizZa ..
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FINALLY! A SPEED READING PROGRAM THAT CUTS YQUR
READING TIME WITHOUT SACRIFICING COMPREHENSION DR RECALL!

FAST AND SMART ••• ISN'TTHo\T HOW YOU WANTTO READ?
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This Is your chance to join the company thafs on the leodlng edge ot every critical
technology In the semiconductor industry.
With your .BS MS or PhD in Electrical Engineering, Solid State Physics, Materials
Science, or Computer Science, you'll find aU the technological excitement
your career can handle at AMD. And the rewards.We just passed $350 million In sales,
and our sights are set on breaking new records.
AMD chose the wave as Its symbol to show the excitement of the world's fastest
growing IC company. If you crave thaf kind of excitement, join us and catch
the wave. Send your resume to Barbara Toothman, College Relations Manager,
..
Advanced Micro Devices, Dept. UNM·69, 901 Thompson
,,
Place, sunny¥ale, California 94088, or call In
California (408) 749·4138; outside
t:: .
Callfomla (800) ,538•8450, ext.
'*~'
4138. Equal opportunity
employer m/f/h.
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different watS
to look good.
trust Pearle.

What makes our frame collection so
special isn't the number of choices. It's the
number of good choices.
But the best frame is the frame that looks
best on you. Ahd thars what our optician is
ttairted to help you find,
Because we're out to earn your trust.

PEARLE
center
vts1on

A SE4RlE COMPANY

Nobody cares for eyes more than Pearle.
West Central Plaza
4300 Central Ave. S.E.
4410A Central Ave. s.w.
268·2008
831-5326
Sun Square Shopping Center
7210A Menaul Blvd. J'll.l~.
883·0077

Alcxartdria i

SHOW AND. TELL: Protesters sit in the middle ol the .road to stop traffic going into the .
Kirtland Air Force !Jtise. (right)Evelyn and Joe Mather dressed for the occasion for the rally
held Sunday afternoon at McClelland Park.
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Chaco Show Unveils NM Past
"The Chaco Phenomenon," a
major exhibition about the expansive prehistoric cultural and
architectural complex centered in
Chaco Canyon, opened June 12 at
the University of New Mexico Maxwell Museum of Anthropology.
The exhibition explores the most
recent findings and theories about
Chaco society and features more
than 200 artifacts excavated at Chaco during the past 100 years.
Dr. J .J. Brody, museum director
and the exhibit's curator, said,
•'Chaco has been a focus of speculation by scientists since the 1840s."
"One reason for this exhibit is to
give the public information about
what their tax money has been used
for in Chaco Canyon research,"
Brody said.
"We will summarize earlier speculations about Chaco and focus on
the last I 0 years of research sponsored by the federal government, he
said."

Natalie Pattison, associate curator
of the exhibit and a former Chaco
researcher with the National Park
Service, said Chaco Canyon was
one of the fi!'St federally designated
national monuments.
"For decades Chaco Canyon was
a major training center for American
archaeologists and a testing ground
for innovative technique," Brody
said.
Chaco Canyon was a center of the
Anasazi world consisting of large
structures called "Great Houses,"
containing hundreds of rooms. By
1130, as many as 6,000 people may
have lived at Chaco.
But after more than 200 years of
growth, the desert community was
abandoned. Rr:.~earchers believe that
a combination of factors, includilrg
drought, overuse of resources and
internal discord may have led to
Chaco's collapse.
"Environmental damage and
overpopulation may have been cri-

Big River Corp. presents
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David Grisman Quartet
Saturday, June 25th. 8 PM
Paolo Soleri Outdoor Theater

Joan Armatrading Band
• Special Guest

David Bromberg Quartet
Wednesday, June 29th, 8 PM
Paolo Solen Outdoor Theater

Kenny Loggins

.

Tuesday, July 12th. 8 PM
Paolo Soleri Outdoor Theater

Pat Metheny Group
Wednesday, July 20th. 8 PM
Paolo Solen Outdoor Theater

Peterlosh
Tuesday, July 19th, 8PM
Paolo Solen Outdoor Theater
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tical factors in the abandonment of
Chaco," Brody said.
"One of the basic goals of this
exhibition is to tell people that the
Chaco monuments are evidence of a
complex pre-Columbian society in
the United States whose descendants
are still identifiable."
"The Chaco people and other
Anasazi live on in the memory of
their descendants, Some ritual, sochil and craft traditions have con,...
,,
:.;;~..:"";;<.:."!:'.:~;;_,;- ~·:;;
tinued without interruption, or have
....,. ' .... """'"""··"'
been revived," he said.
..
..;
...... ;k."'"''
.......,.,
-;..._..,.._
Among the artifacts included in
. ,..._ ..
the exhibit are turquoise-covered
.......
basketry recovered in 1896, turquoise and jet-inlaid luxury goods
and black and white pottery.
Original paintings made in 1849
by Richard Kern at Cacho, replicas
of canyon architectural features and
many historic and modem photoAlexandri11 King
graphs will also be on display, as
CHACO CANYON EXHIBIT: Leticia Castaneda admires some
well as two multi-media shows to ·
pictures of the exhibit being held at the Maxwell Museum.
mform visitors about the Chaco era.
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Local Jazz Pianist Gives Time, Talent
For American Cancer Society Benefit
Jazz musician David Silverman,
together with a 16-piece jazz orchestra, will perfQnn 8 p.m. Sunday at
the KiMo Theater, with proceeds
going to the American Cancer
Society.
Silverman, who has been playing
piano and singing at local clubs for
more than seven years, organized,
prodyced and promoted Sunday's
concert.
Silverman said he feels that not
only are proceeds from the benefit
going to a good cause, but it will also
be a good chance for him to get recognition as a writer, musician and
singer.

Although practicing for and
promoting this concert has taken up
most of his time, Silverman said he
has enjoyed it and is optimistic about
the end result.
The benefit Sunday will be divided into three parts.
Silverman described the first part,
as a "Las Vegas-style show with
big, bright, showy-types of arrangements," featuring songs from his
most recently released album, Singing You My Song, together with new
arrangements he worked on with
local jazz artist Pat Rhoades.
Silverman will share the spotlight
during. the first part of the show with
singer Liza Moore.
He will also be acc?mpanied by

By Craig Chrissin~;er

his regular four-man band and 11
other local jazz muscians, including
Arlen Asher and Marty Carlucci.
Silverman called the second part
of the show "very arty'' because it
will feature all-acoustic jazz, including standard jazz tunes by such
artists as West Montgomery and
Oscar Peterson.
The show's tina! portion will present Silverman as a solo pianist,
featuring original arrangements
from his first album, No Greater
Love.
Tickets for the benefit are $7 and
are available at all Giant Ticket outlets, the American Cancer Society
and the KiMo Theater ~ox Office.

Arts Fair To Featur-e Japanese Exhibit
work category, said Standards Com- mittce, comprised of 11 arts and
mittee Chairwoman Betty Rasher.
craftspeople and 11 laypeople,
The Educational Services Divi- selected 15 jurors from New Mexico
Along with the wide variety of
handiwork familiar to Albuquerque sion of the New Mexico Fine Arts and adjacent states, who began
fairgoers, this year's 22nd Annual Museum in Santa Fe has also loaned selecting for the fair. in February.
New Mexico Arts and Crafts .Fair the fair a special display of 48 Entry was open to any New Mexican
will feature a special Japanese ex- woodblock prints by 19th-century 18 or older and about 700 entries
Japanese artist lkitaro Hokosai.
hibit from Santa Fe.
were received.
In addition, the International Folk
Works for the fair, to be held this
A special youth exhibit for artists
weekend, are divided into two cate- Art Museum in Santa Fe has loaned under 18 will also be part of the fair.
gories: art (painting, lithography, several old-fashioned Japanese toys, Rasher said entry in this area was
woodworking, sculpture and mixed talismans and tea ceremony imple- open to any young person and that
media); and crafts (woven goods, ments to the fair. A suit of samurai there was no jury selection.
quilts, silkscree.n, basketry, glass, armor and several swords have been
The fair will run from 10 a.m. to
loaned by private Albuquerque
leather artd furniture).
10 p.m. June 24th and 25th, and
A new category of crafts~ sources.
"We think it's a fabulous show,'' from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. the 26th at
toys - was added last year bethe State Fair Grounds. Admission
cause this field couldn't compete Rasher said.
Rasher said the Standards Com- is $1.50, children under 12 are free.
against large furniture in the wood-

to par with the two previous Superman flicks.
·
The movie suffers because it can't
decide if it is an adventure or a comedy. An example of this dilemma
the pure slapstick opening sequenc~
shows the pandemonium resulting
from one man bumping into something.
The main plot and Superman's
(Christopher Reeve) menace would
be g~:JOd for about five pages in a
r:om1c book, not two hours in a
movie theater. Ross Webster
(Robert Vaughn) wants to comer the
world's commodities markets
through computer genius Gorman.
' Webster and Superman, of course,
must ultimately confront each other.
The most interesting things in the
movie are two subplots. Clark
Kent's character is more fully
rounded when he runs into an old
friend, Lana Lang (nicely portrayed
by Annette O'Toole), at his high
school reunion. Also, when Superman turns somewhat evil after con·
tact with some synthetic Kryptonite,
it provides a fascinating insight into
the character, In both cases, Reeve
is allowed to Show the full range of
his acting talent.
But sadly, these subplots cannot
save the film,
Trading Places Directed by
John Landis. Written by Timothy
Harris and Herschel Weingrod.
With this film, John Landis once
again shows his talent as a comedy
director. Despite some script problems, Trading Places is still entertaining. Landis' direction of this satire on American greed is tight and
keeps the film moving along.
Dan Aykroyd as the wealthy and
highly cultured Louis Winthorpc III,
an executive at Duke and Duke
Commodities Brokers, is good in his
role, but is limited to mostly playing
straight man to Eddie Murphy, who
has the film's best lines. Murphy
is brilliant as Billy Ray Valentine, a

The Man With Two Brains
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By Johanna King

Comedy Films Succeed,
Superman Fails Badly

'l

Directed by Carl Reiner. Written
by Carl Reiner, Steve M~trtin and
George Gipe.
Surprisingly, The Man With Two
Brains is a yery effective comedy.
Steve Martin seems to have finally
found the right formula for a film
that amuses and delights. It is his
best and funniest film.
Martin portrays Dr. Michael
Hfuhruhurr, a world-famous neurosurgeon responsible for the cranial
screwtop method of brain surgery.
Early in the film, he saves the life
of Dolores Benedict (Kathleen Turuer). Now in love, he marries her as
she recovers. Unfortunately, Dolores is cruel in spirit - she enj~ys
taunting and torturing her man.
In the hopes of consummating his
marriage, Michael takes Dolores on
a working honeymoon in Vienna.
While there, he meets Dr. Alfred
Necessiter (David Warner), a mad
scientist-type.
Necessiter shows Michael his
laboratory and hundreds of living
brains in jars that came from bodies
that died in "the right way."
Michael soon falls in love with one
of the disembodied brains.
The eternal romantic dilemma is
reached - a married man in Jove
with another woman. Now all
Michael needs is a body for the
brain, since the love of his life cannot live in a jar forever.

l$@1noviel
UllLRevieUJJ
Superman Ill Directed by
Richard Lester. Written by David
and Leslie Newman.
The latest movie based on DC
Comics' superhero from Krypton is
only a fair movie, definitely not up

UB UNION THEATER

Trckets avorlable at all Grani"!rcketCenters:
The General Stores 1n Albuquerrl'J~ and Santa Fe
Record Bar rn Coronado C.;nter
The New Wdd Westl'vlusrc
S.U.B. Box Offrce at UN.M.

U I CAN'T THINK OF ANOTHER RECENT Fli.M THAT IS SO
ruNNY, SO MOVING AND SO RIGOROUSlY UNSENTIMENTAL
THE WRITING IS SUPERB, AMONG OTHER miNGS 'BETRAYAl!
IS AMYSTERY STORt: I HOPE IT WILL STAY AWNG TIME,,

and 'n Taos at
Que Paso

Ad..,luru of Roblll Hood- SUB Union
Theater: ThursdaY' and Friday- -?, 9:30,
Blut Thfllld.,- Los Allo~ 2. ~!30, 7, 9:30.
A Boy _,4 His Do1M Plaza - Friday and .
Saturday at midnight.
Fiui 1imu IIi Rldltmoni lnp - M PIIIZII:
Friday and Sllurday ill mldniaht<
Fltwnoldo/Burdm of Dmltru- Don Pill>'
cbo's: Thursday-- 7 (Fitzca"aldo), 9:4.5

--. l'llftriit Gr1r~ Nftl• -IDrt Tlr111~

UEMOTIONAW' RICH, WICKEDlY ruNNY .
.
AND DEVASTATINGlY ACUI'E IN ITS DEPICflON OF AGAME
OF ROMANTIC MUSICAL CHAIRS,, -o.r11fA,_, NtJ<SwtA

(Burdtir).

F74sltdtmce- Coronado: 1:.1.5, 3:ts, S:fS, 7:40,
9:40.

"POETRY AND PASSION'' -o.•1IIO..l!J:N.,.I~mtlll•pzl••

Ht/J~

A"'tls Fort""- M Plaza: Friday and

Salurda)' at midnipt.

H/Jh R...d to Chlno/Bm Frltlfrls - Easldale:
I:30, 3:30 (High), 3:30, 9:30 (lltiQ,
Mod Mlu- Wyoming: friday and Saturday at

"ONE OF THE PROFOUND TESTAMENTS OF OUR TIMEi
DON'T MISS IT IF YOU HAVE ANY REGARD FOR mE GWRIES
OF GREAT ACTING,, -A•ttm. sorris. vltkl:• Volrt

midnlaht.
M1111 With Two BrtdM- Los Altos: 1:15,.3:15,
5:15,7:15,9:15.
My FOVorilt y..,- SUB Union Theater:
Saturday-?, 9:30, II; Sunday ...... 7i 9::30.
Octopu.uy ,...-Coronado: JZ:IS,2:30,4:45, 7:30,
9:45.
IWb'•ll: The Ntxl /Joy- 12:15, 2:15, 4:15,
6:15,.g:I5,IO:IS. Hililnd.
Pyulro II_- ~inrock: 21 4:30, 71 9:30. Far
North: 12:30,2:45, 5:05, 7:21), 9:35.
lttt, oftlrtl~l- Louisiana: 11, 1:35, 4:15,
7, 9:40, !2:10. CinemtEa.st: 1; 4 1 7; 10~
SJ/pmrrlln. 111.- Chlemo EasVLouisiana: 12,
2:30, $, 7:30,10.
Siu!II'Ofl--" Coronado: I; 3:10, S:l5. 7:40,
9:45.
7'NdilttPf1J<t1~ Coronodo: I, 3:10,5:15,7:35,
9:50. M Plaza: 11 3:10,5:20,7:30,9:40.
TwUiflrl Z..n•: Tht Mov/t - Lollis!ana.
Wat _Gimes- Wyoming:_I2-, _2_:30, 3, 7:30, 10.
M Plaza: 11 3:10,5:20,7:30,9:40,
Tht Wlto: Tltl Kld1 Art A/r/Jirl- Wyoming:
Fridoy and Salurdoy al midnight,

"****SUPERB! ABRILl.IANI''BRIEF ENCOUNTER'
FORmE 80'S-ElEGANT, WITTYAND DEEPlY TOUCHING.,

"BEN KINGSLEY TOPS HIS BRILIJANT
WORK IN 'GANDHI' WITH THE MOST
RIVETING PORTRAYAL OF THE SEASON"
O•iUI.\1tnrlit~

(:JtrUtl•n .\'rl~ritl! ~ttnnili~r

PREMIERE
•SIDE·SPI.ITTINGLY fUNNYr
~ 111-.IY..IUTiafllMIIIIITIC

*
00 Or !II*
Dll'l MOll

''FUll. OF SNAP AND WIT.'

Yftlo~- Wlni'oclt:

_.. b.&vid Anuft, NEWSWEEK
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being presented at by La Companil,at 8 p.m.
Friday and .Saturday. 3 p.m. Sunday through
June 26 at Nuestro Teatto,- Tickets are $4 in

advance, $4.50 at the door ami-available ai the.
TeatrO's Box Office.
Don PiiSquall - will be presented by the santa
F(! Qpera July 2, 6, 8,
Ausust 2, JO, 16, 24
and 26, More infOrmation abOut tickets is
a"allable by calling the Santa Fe Operi Box:
Office at 982·3855 or by writlng The Santo Fe
Opera_ Press Orfice!P,O'. Box 2408/Santa Fe,
N.M.87SOI.
Tire £J!tt:t of Gamma ROJ" 011 Mtltt In tht Moon
Ml>lflolrls; a Pulitzer Prize. winning play by Paul
ZindeJ, is beins; presented at th~ Vortex Theater
at 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday, 2:30' p.rit .. Sunday
through June 26.. Reservations are available by
calling lhe Vorte• at 247·8600.
GluptJT, - a &ilingualadapratiotl_of Kaspar by
Peter Handke, Will be presented by~ _Campania
alB p.m. Friday and Saturday July 1-24. Tickets
areS4 inadwnc:e, S4.50 at the door•
I dolt dol, a musical comedy based _on the book
by Jan Behartog. bcsins Wednesday at the Barn
Dinner Theater. Tickets are SIS,,O S-undayThursday, $16.50 Friday, 517.50 Saturday. The
Bam's doors open at 6 p.m. Monday-Salurday1 4
p.m. Sunday.
0rp1>nu In lht Undnworld - Will be presented
by the Santa Fe Opera July 1, 1, 9, 13, 22,
Augwt 4, 9, 18, 23.-25 and 27 Morcfinfonnatlon
about tickets is available by calling tbe Sinta Fe
Opera Box O(fice at 982·385$ or by writing The
Santa Fe_ Oper_a Press Office/P.O, Box
2408/SantaFe, N.M, 87501.
Sltq>~Jv B,auty will be presented by the
Albuquerque Little Theater Juty 15, 16, 17, 22,
23, ilnd 24. 'rickets are $6 for adults, S3 for
Children 11 and under. More information and
tickets ate available by calling 242-4750.
Slucltrd Prlnc1, a romant_ie opc:n;tta by DorOthy
DDMelly . and SigmUnd Romberg, Will be
pre,.nted by the Albuquerque Civic Light Opera
June 11·19 and 2ij.26 at Popejoy Hall. Ticket
tn!Otmation and reservations are available trom
ACLOA al345-6S77,

1,.

~

(Vhe

Mentures of

''take to crime like a fish to water'' if
he lost everything.
The Duke brothers arrange to
have Louis framed. Billy Ray is
given Louis' townhouse, butler,
limousine, a generous bank account
and an $80,000-a-year job. Murphy's acting is wonderful as he is
exposed to the rich life.
Within three weeks, Billy Ray's
business sense has landed him on the

,e:;:::::;11

-llkllliNFtffli-11, .Vtrioos,.Ntiu/NI/Itn

FePinhood

In Santa Fe at
Condyman
Moon Mountarn Sound
tvlusrc N More
Bocgre & Bach
Jrm Mannrng rn La Fonda

con man who has spent his life in the
ghetto surviving on wits.
The film's plot come from a bet
between the billionaire Duke
brothers, Randolph and Mortimer
(Ralph Bellamy and Don Ameche).
Randolph believes a person is the
product of environment and bets
Mortimer that Billy Ray could run
their company if given the right surroundings and that Louis would

By Steve Shoup

-

Paolo Soleri Outdoor Theater rs
located on the Santa Fe lndran
Htgh School Campus on Cenllas Road.

LOVED CRAZED: Dr. Michael Hfuhruhurr (Steve Martin) checks Dolores Benedict's (Kathleen
Turner) temperature in an unorthodox manner in The Man With Two Brains.

w

t:40,3:40, 5:40,7:40,

9:40. M Plaza: I, 3:101 5:20, 7:30, 9;40.

-·-···-·-*
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BEYOND lAUGHTER •.'!

'!!<~11rd :Sdll1tko!, TIM£ MAGAZINE

"One of the most successful ahd
entertaining adventure films of all
time."

June 23 and 24
7:00 and 9:30 pm

June 25 and 26
7:00, 9:30 and 11 :30 Sat.

Nightly: 1:15, 9:15
Sat., Sun. Mat.: 1:151 3:15, 5:15
Coming Next: THE GREY FOX

THE: GUilD

TULAIIIE8,CENTRAL255·3050

•

illltht Spii/t,. Noel Coward's comedy featuring
Madeline Kahh, will open the Sonia Fe .fesllval
Thealer's 1983 season June 27•luly 16. The
Festival. Tlieater performs at the Af1Jiory for lhe
Ans, 1050 Old Pecos Trail In SIUit& Fe. Ticket
Information is available at the Festlvol Th..ter
Dol Ornce at !1113-9400 or by writing Tickets,
The Festl\1111 Theater, P.o·. So• DD, Santa Fe,
N.M.,81502.
&tiM 0.
.Federico Oarcla torca's !lory
of tWO rarnm~· ·involved In ail lnclent feud, b

s..,,,

II& ·Vo!let (8904 Menaul N.E,)- Quarter
Moon.
llockAnaul(2284 WyomingN.E.)- Striderz.
I1J11r1'1 (Montgomery Plaza)~ Scratch
(upstairs) Dtinn's Danelng Machine (down'-stalrs).
C.rrnn E111 (7605 Cenital N.E.)- CC
Waterback (during happy hour); WhiSkey River.
Cbtbto Slrtet Pub (618 Coronado Shopping
Center !'I.E,)- Reed and Wiruton.
Colrbo)'l (3310 Juan 'TIIbo N.B.j- OJ
Cookln'.
.. . ,
Dnbl'o (2900 Coors N.W.)- Briiln Bromberg
Sbtet,

front page of the Wall Street JourfUll, and Louis has moved in with a
prostitute, Ophelia (Jamie Lee Curtis), suffering total degradation,
tater, Billy Ray discovers the
Duke brothers' bet and tells the
others. Louis wants to kill them, but
Billy Ray has a better plan.
The elaborate and devious revenge scheme that follows is amusing and an appropriate climax.

Friar'• Nortb (4410 'Wyoming N.l!.)- Babe
Ruthless:.
Frlor'oPub(6825Lomas N.E.) :- Magntllcs.
Gnhom Cenlnl Stalloo (3301 Juan Tabo
N.E.)- The Shakers (Fridoy); The Call/The
Phlllsteem (Monday); Flight of llic Phoeni•
(Wednesday).
Tom"" Lou a.. (BOO Rio Grande)- The Dave
Silverman Quinlct.
The Wlnr Cellrr (Fair PIIIZII Shopplna Center,
LomasandSanPedro)- JoeandJoeSintiago,

Doc and Merle- Waison will be at the Line Camp
Thursday. Ticket$ are $7,60 at Giant Ticket
Outlet!:.
.
Advodlolr Concert will be presented at 8!15
Friday in _Keller HaJJ. Admission is free.
Dovld Grllmon Will be ai the Paolo Soler! In
Sahli Fe Saturday. Ttckets are S8.60 at OlantTickeiOutleu:.
LJ'IUI Jatobson, ora.an, will gjve a student recital
at 8:15 p.m. Salurday in Keller Hall. Admission

'' rree.
Dovld SUvemlo Will be at the KiMo Theater
June 26, Tickets are $5.60 at Giant Tlckti

Outlets.
HUI will be presented by the Knipts of
Pythias at 9:30p.m. TuesdayattheHillon Hotel
Ballroom. Tickets are SID at WorldWide Ticket
Aieney, $12 at the door.
loan Armat111dlna: Will be at the Paolo Soled in
Santa Fe Wednesday. Tid:«its are $l4. 10 at Ofant
Ticket Outlets.
MardD Hafelboth, oraanist, will -be presented by
the Regional Convention, American Ouild of
Otgilnisl, alB:!$ p.m. Wednesday in Keller Hall.
TicketS ate 55 it th~ UNM Fine Arts Box Office.
A lilo<k or Sto1rllo/The Flo will be at the
Civic' Auditorium July 2. Tickets ire-SIO.Ui at
Giant Ticket Oulets.
loony Loaf no will be a.t the Paolo Soieri July
11. T_iCkcts ar~ Sl5.60 atOianl Ticket OUt~ets.
Iron Mlldeo/Suoo/FII-Y WiU be at Tinsley
Colesium July 13. Tickets are $11.10 at Giant
Ticket Outlet.,
The Moll< or Mu•k, a concert SWcd toward
children, wiU be presented by the .New -M~Ico
Symphony Ortheslta and special BUest magician
Michael Anthony at 2 artd 3i30 p;m. July 16 at
th~ KiMo. Th:kels_ are· 52.50 at the NMSO Box
Office, Popejoy Hall Boli Office; Bob Farley
Music . Center, White Oak Bookshop; the
Friendship-Force or at t"'e ~oar,
Peter T01h will be at the Pnolo Soler! I~ SIUIIa Fe
July 19, Tickets ar<Sll at Olonl Ticket Outlets.
Pot Mel..ny will beat 1he Paolo Soleri in Sanla
Fe July 20. Tickets ate SI2.SS ll Giant Tlckel
Outlets,
Joumoy!Bryln Adomo will . be at Tinsley
Colesium July23. Tickets are Sl4al Giilnl Ticket
Outlets,

z.z,
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Top Teams Enter Tucker Golf

'Lobo Gymnastics Coach
Skips National Festival

By Jim Wiesen

''This is probably the strongest
field we've had since 1975 when we
hosted the NCAA Championships,''
he s11id.
This year's tournament includes
1983 NCAA champions Oklahoma
Stille, llS well as the University of
Houston, who took the NCAA
championships in 1982, and
Brigham Young University, the
1981 NCAA chllmpions.
The Tucker tournament will benefit the American Cancer Society,
a first in collegiate golf. "The fact
that we are benefiting a charit!lble
organization helped us attract the top
teams, because they liked the cause
it served," Knight said,
The American Cancer Society

The University of New Mexico is
sponsoring the second oldest collegiate golf tournament in the United
States, featuring some of the most
powerful golf teams in the country.
The William l-1. Tucker Jnvitational Golf Tournament will be held
Sept. 28 through Oct. I at UNM's
South Golf Course.
"We invited six of the top 10
teams in the country," UNM golf
coach Dwaine Knight said. "This
tournament will probably be the
toughest in the country, except for
the NCAA (Nfttionul Collegiate
Athletic Association) Championships.

will help offset some of the housing
and transportation expenses, Knight
said. "We hope to raise about
$5,000 dollars," he added.
"There is no other tournament
like it in the country," said Knight.
"Houston has the biggest tournament but all their proceeds go to the
university.''
"By associating ourselves with
the cancer society, I feel we can become the No. I fall collegiate
tournament in the country,'' he said.
Preceding the Tucker Invitational
will be the College/Amateur Golf
Day Sept. 27. Local golfers will
have the opportunity to play with
college stars.
Competitors in the tourname!lt
will play 72 holes, with the winners
determin!!d by medal play.
Past win!lers of the Tucker Invitational include Johnny Miller, Ben
Crenshaw, Tommy Armour and
John Mahaffey.
Rounding out the 15 team field
are: UNM, Hawaii, Florida, New
Mexico State, Oklahoma, Arizona,
Texas Christian, Colorado, Texas at
El Paso, Texas at Austin, Air Force
Academy and the University of California at Los Angelas.

The Great
American
Smokeaut

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers
F11st, Free Delivery
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By John Moreno
A funny thing happened to R.usty
Mitchell on his way to coach at the
National Sports Festival this
weekend: he decided not to go.
"J'm gonna be in the gym workin' out," said the University of New
Mexico's men's gymnastics coach,
who will skip the trip to Colorado
Springs.
Mitchell, UNM's head coach for
17 years, was chosen to coach the
festival's gymnastics team this year,
but decided last month to stay a!ld
work with the Lobos and local children.
"We have a clinic we started in
June and it runs all summer," he
said. "lthink it's really good to have
the young kids come Up and see what
the university is like and to see our
new facility."
The National Sports Festival,
which begins Friday, is held annually, except during Olympic years. lit-

UP FOR TWO: The UNM Bombers defeated Lambda Chi 53 to
41 in an intramural basketball game today at noon in Johnson Gym. Dennis Burns (34) edges one over Pete Salazar (4).

Ex-Wake Forest Player Unsure;
Decision Expected This Weekend
By Jim Wiesen

$1.50

$.75

$1.50 off any 16" pizza.
One coupon per pizza.

$. 75 ott any size pizza.

Expires 7-15-83

Fast, Free Delivery
3920 Central SE
262·1662

One cou.E_oh per pizza.

University of New Mexico basketbal I coache~ are still hopeful of
signing Sylvester Charles, a 6-foot8-inch, 220-pound power forward
who played half the 1982-1983 season at Wake Forest.

Charles is still in turmoil over
where he wants to play, said UNM
Assistant Coach Larry Shyatt.
Charles has narrowed his choices
down to UNM, Old Dominion and
Delaware State University, where
his high school coach recently
accepted a job.

Expires 7·15-83
Charles will have two years of
eligibility remaining and must redshirt the coming season.

Fast, Free Delivery
3920 Central SE
262-1662

In his. sophmore year at Wake
Forest, Charles averaged 5.3 points
and 3.5 rebounds a game.

SELF SERVE
SUNDAY NOON ·5

SALE
copies
The University of New Mexico, DepartmentofMedicine, Oivision ofDermatology is studying effectiveness of a topical solution called monoxidil to determine its
effectiveness in growing hair. We are seeking 100 participants in this study with
male pattern or common baldness. The pattern of hair loss must include hair loss
in the front ofthe scalp and some hair loss on the back, middle of the scalp (see
photo). Patients must be available for one full year for monthly follow~up visits,
must be between the ages of 18 & 49. For more information, please call277-6770
between 2 & 6 p.m. This phone will not be answered or manned at other hours.

With Your Host
Chuck Jacobs

$2 Cover Charge ·
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Lobo Gymnastics Team
Training in New Facility
By John Moreno
The Final Four not only put Albuquerque on the map, it put a modem
gymnastics facility in the University
of New Mexico's backyard.
The $600,000 building, adjacent
to the Pit, served more than 600 frantic reporters during the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
men's basketball championships
and is now the permanent training
home for UNM's men and women
gymnastics teams.
Originally, the building was planned as a temporary structure, said
Pete Longden, UNM women's gymnastic coach. But he and men's
coach Rusty Mitchell lobbied
UNM 's Athletic Department and the
New Mexico Board of Regents, convincing them to double their originally planned investment.
The result is a 9,600 square-foot
gym, which is "one of the finest
facilities in the country," Mitchell
said. ''We're really pleased and I
feel very fortunate to be a part of
bringing it to the university."
Smack-dab in the middle of the
giant floor is an 8·foot·deep pit filled
with foam rubber. Gymnasts can
tumble, vault or swing off the bars
and land on the mountain of foam.

•

255·9673
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SUB GAME ROOM
Will be sponsoring a
Games Trlathalon...

June 29 and 30

Levi's

__

501~5

Shrink To Fit

Bootcut
Fashion Jeans

For more Information call 277·4506
NOW OPEN
Sundays 11·4

!

CHEERLEADER: Albuquerque Duke fans were treated to some of the bizarre antics of Crazy
George during the game last night. The Dukes slipped. past Portland 12 to 11.

Coaches Meet for Clinics, Seminars
By Jim Wiesen

Coaches Association Convention.
The week-long convention is
an opportunity for coaches to dis·
cuss and act on problems pertaining to high school athletics.
"Women's Sports and the
NCAA" will be the topic ·Of a
seminar given by University of
New Mexico Athletic Director
Linda Estes.
eenn State football Coach Joe

Varying sizes of balls zipping
through the Albuquerque atmosphere will be a common sight this
Saturday as 500 - I ,000 of the
nation's high school coaches begin clinics and seminars for
almost every sport imaginable.
It's all part of the 18th Annual
National High School Athletic

Paterno, University of Arizona
basketball Coach Lute Olson and
University of Houston track
Coach Tom Tellez. are among the
convention speakers.
The annual North/South allstar football and basketball
games are part of this year's
agenda. Sandia linebacker Fred
Mady and Eldorado quarterback
Barry Garrison will play for the
North football squad.

Mllltarr Strle Shorts
Khaki, Olive Drab,
Camouflage &

THE ASUNM DUPLICATING CENTER
IS OPEN FOR YOU THIS SUMMER U
• REASONABLE

PRIC~S

•

• PROFESSIONAL QUALITY •
• FAST SERVICE •
o.l

~tlfll.tJ\'....

,. .. f.'IT •Y
ARMY ·NAVY GOODS
504 YALE SE
265-7777

• TYPING SERVICES A REtn"ALS •

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS PLEASE CALL 277·5031

N.E. CORNER B.U.B.

Wrangler

.· .

Zeppelin
Fashion Jeans

lobo
men's
shop
2120 Central SE
243·6954

BASEMENT

....

Cords

$16.99

Entry Fee $5.00

'

Mitchell says this helps athletes
concentrate on their form and not
worry about their landings. All the
top gymnastics universities have this
feature, he said. The Lobo men
finished last season ranked 11th in
the nation.
Next season, all UNM home
meets will be held in University Arena. Next summer, the Pit will be the
site of the Junior National Gymnastics Championships, Mitchell said,

Ah:"andria King

ASUNM
DUPLICATINC CENTER

2312 central S.E.

···········'

augurated in 1978, it comprises 33
Olympic and non-Olympic sports
and serves as a showcase for some
2,500 of the country's top athletes.
This is its third year in Colorado
Springs. It has also been held in
Syracuse, N .Y,, and Indianapolis.
Albuquerque is currently bidding for
the 1985 festival.
One Lobo who will be goi!lg to
"Sportsfest V" is Matt Arnot,
UNM's top all-arounder. It will be
Arnot's fourth festival and he feels
very comfortable.
"It's either the first or second
most enjoyable meet of the whole
year," Arnot said, "so I'm going
there with the attitude that I want to
place in the top three all-around
but have a good time also."
Arnot admires his coach. "He's a
real motivator, so it's not hard to
come i!l and work out,'' he said.
And when the rest of the Lobos
wo.rk out next week, Coach Mitchell
will be there to work with them,

THE
WILDERNESS
CENTRE
A Complete Line of
Equipment
for ttie Backpacker
2421 SAN PEDRO NE, ALB. N.M. 87110
\BETWI:EN MENAUL & INDIAfil SCHOOL 884•51'oll"""61!

